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Education History 

Master of Science, Crop Production and Physiology, Iowa State University, May 1995, Thesis:  Animal 

and plant responses for steers grazing switchgrass and big bluestem pastures 

Bachelor of Science, Seed Science, Iowa State University, May 1991 

Bachelor of Science with Distinction, Agronomy, Agricultural Mechanization minor, Iowa State 

University, December 1990 

Resume 

Assistant Scientist III, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa            January 1994-Present 

In charge of Agronomy Department’s Forage, Biomass and Cropping Systems Research Group field 

activities.  Duties include:  Recruiting and hiring undergraduate students to assist in research activities 

throughout the year; supervising and providing guidance and assistance to graduate and undergraduate 

students on experiment design, layout, establishment, maintenance, and harvest; conducting forage, 

biomass and cropping systems research on plot and field size experiments; synthesizing grant proposals 

for private and public funding; presenting results at professional and producer meetings and 

symposiums; assigning land for experiments to meet design requirements and optimize use of limited 

research area; cooperating with purchasing personnel to specify requirements for bidding of machinery 

and equipment to conduct quality research; designing modifications and customizing existing field 

equipment for use as precision plot equipment; performing maintenance and repairs on all project 

owned machinery; coordinating land, labor, and material needs with other research units and outlying 

research farm superintendents; acquiring seed, chemical, and other material resources from private and 

public sources; cooperating with producers to conduct on-farm research; determining need for and 

applying crop protection chemicals; and assisting in laboratory forage quality analysis procedures.  

Research Assistant, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa  January 1992-December 1993 

Conducted experiments on the renovation of established switchgrass stands by interseeding forage 

legumes and thesis work on grazing two warm-season grass species under two stocking systems.  Duties 

also included teaching assistant responsibilities in three undergraduate Agronomy courses. 

Researcher, National Soil Tilth Laboratory, Ames, Iowa     January-August 1991 

Performed laboratory and field experiments to measure the effects of tillage at varying soil-moisture 

levels on soil aggregate size.  Aided in field experiments to evaluate commercial no-till planter 

attachments.  Assisted in research to compare soil compaction and end-row yield of corn when rubber-

tracked tractors are used versus conventional wheel-type tractors. 

 



Research Statement 

Having a District Conservationist with the USDA Soil Conservation Service as a father and growing up in 

the hill and cattle country of southwest Iowa, I was exposed early and often to the importance of 

preserving our natural resources.  I also got to witness first hand as a child during the 1970’s, the 

rediscovery of native warm-season grasses and the multiple uses of these dynamic plants in both an 

environmental/ecological perspective and a modern production agricultural view as well.  I didn’t quite 

understand the pioneering work being done by father and others in their crusade to cure the woes of 

soil erosion and lack of pasture productivity during the hot summer months or the amount of press he 

received at the time with his strange “new” ideas.  It just seemed like a really good idea, even to a five-

year-old who could at that age realize the rarity of a “win-win” situation.  As the years passed and my 

knowledge of the environment and agriculture and their sometimes antagonistic relationship grew, I 

realized more and more the importance of keeping the harmony of these squabbling siblings.  With my 

dad as my guide, he led me down this path that I still take in working with grasses to protect our 

resources and provide for us our needs. 

Along the way, my dad also taught me as much about (if not more than) agriculture as I learned in 

school.  His school was a “hands on” institution and we partnered up for a small scale farming operation 

with all the modern tools, equipment and facilities that you would find …in 1950.  This meant learning a 

lot about agricultural mechanics, welding, construction, electricity, plumbing, and just plain old using 

your head and figuring things out.  It also was a lesson in economics.  This was the 1980’s…not many 

people made money farming …but we did.  It was part of the lesson.  If you can’t make money, don’t do 

it!  It was simple!  We didn’t raise corn or soybeans.  We grew switchgrass for seed production, raised 

sheep and grew strawberries.  Each enterprise was profitable but it was the switchgrass seed that was 

the largest enterprise and brought in the most money.  And this is what I liked doing the best.  Thus 

came my increased interest in warm-season grasses.  There was seedbed preparation, seeding, 

herbicides and fertilizers and timeliness of applications of each to maximize desired response, seed 

harvest, seed conditioning, straw management, burning residue, maintaining stands for long-term seed 

production.  There was so much to know and it was as much art as science. 

I geared my post-secondary education to work with warm-season grasses and seed production.  After 

completing degrees in Agronomy, Agricultural Mechanization and Seed Science, I was offered a graduate 

research position to work with warm-season grasses and grazing cattle.  Having stuffed as much 

knowledge into my brain as would fit (or allowing it as much room as I was willing to give it), I decided it 

was time to put the experience and knowledge to work. 

All of this experience and education has culminated in what I do here at Iowa State University.  Originally 

for forage and pasture management, and now biomass production, I use my knowledge and skills 

constantly to overcome new challenges.  I have worked with over 70 species of crops in 20 years of 

research and have gotten to be part of the resurrection of forage research since Dr. Ken Moore arrived 

at ISU in August 1993.   

 



Research Interests 

My interests are many and varied.  I still love the challenge of establishing warm-season grasses and 

many other forage and small seeded crops.  There is still a lot to be learned about successful 

establishment practices and I am more confident than ever that there is no one best single way.  

I also enjoy the new challenges of growing crops for biomass.  It seems so odd as a “forage guy” to go 

against the grain of everything we once did to improve forage quality, chuck it all aside, and grow the 

biggest, ugliest, gnarliest plants we can that have nearly no feed value.  It is also a challenge to grow 

familiar crops in new ways that maximize total biomass yield rather than a particular component such as 

grain.  Moving crops out of their adapted zone is the easiest way to do so and we are looking into the 

practicality of this. 

Another interest is looking at different species of plants for new uses.  Many of these plants have been 

evaluated in the past (particularly during World War II) for characteristics important at the time and it is 

interesting to see them arise again as similar characteristics are once again sought. 

The biggest research interest for me right now is helping to develop a living-mulch cropping system to 

grow continuous corn for biomass production.  We have come such a long way since our first attempt 

where the corn grew less than a foot tall and was barren.  We are now using management  intensive 

operations with GPS guidance to establish and maintain the ground cover species and the tilled strips 

between the ground covers as well as plant corn and apply other inputs.  We are essentially growing 40 

acres of corn and 40 acres of lawn in an 80-acre field where the greatest width of strip of either corn or 

grass is 15 inches.  There is no room for error so placement of the strips, seed, fertilizer, herbicide and 

other inputs must be right on target.  Grain yields are now as high or higher than conventionally grown 

corn.   

My greatest interest overall is the students that we as a project work with and teach.   


